This study aimed at finding out the patterns of apologetic utterance expressed by English department students and non-English department students. 
Introduction
People express their feelings through language. Language is so definitely related to its culture and there are some obstacles in gathering the nuances that are culturally-tied.
People have different way in expressing the language. Sometimes, they find difficulties in finding the right way for expressing it, especially after making or doing something wrong. Uttering apology is an ordinary thing to do since their social interaction cannot avoid something wrong. Apologizing is considered as one of the highly complex speech act and often prone misunderstanding.
Apology is used as a means to break misunderstanding between speakers.
A person who has expressed language and it causes offence to others has tricks to eliminate offence. Olshtain's (1983) proposes five semantic formulas for apologies such as direct apology, explanation of why the speaker did what he/she did, acceptance of responsibility, offer of repair and promise of forbearance. Students in University, as an adult learner, have greater responsibility in conveying polite apology. They are demanded to be able to express apology in polite manner in whatever circumstances they are in, and to whom they talk topeople from various social level.
Speech Acts of Apology
Austin (1962) defines a speech act as an utterance that performs a contain act. Searle (1969) There are five semantics formulas for uttering apology. 
Instrument and Data Collection
The DCT (Discourse Completion Task) were used as the instrument of this research. The task was divided into five different situations in which the students have to give their oral utterance written in the sheet by using expression of apologizing.
Then, the data was analyzed by using five patterns of apology which belongs to Olshtain (1983) . They are as follows: 
Findings and Discussions
As it was mentioned in the previous discussion, the aim of this research is to find out the patterns of apologetic 
Table 1
Total responses of the apologies produced by non-English department students
Category Occurences
Diret Apology
Explanation (E) 0
Offer of Repair (O) 0
Promise (P) 0
Dap -E 33
Dap -A 3
Dap -O 13
Dap -P 6
Dap -P -A -P 1
Dap -E -P 2
Other sets 3
Total 100 Table 2 Total responses of the apologies produced by English department students
Category Occurrences
Direct Apology (Dap) 54
Offer of Repair
Dap -P 15
Dap -O 12
Dap -A 4
Dap -E 11
Dap -A-P 3
Dap -O -P 1
Dap -E -O 0
Total 100 The  table  above Below is the analysis of situations in which the distribution of the strategies is presented in a table for each situation as follows.
Table 3
Frequency of the use of apologizing strategies by English students and non-English students in situation 1. English students (15%) like to give explanation following their direct apology. Others took Dap -P for 5%.
Strategies
Dap-O and Dap-A for 15%.
Table 7
Frequency of the use of apologizing strategies by English students and non-English students in situation 5 
Strategies

Discussion
The aim of this study is to reveal the tendency of the use of strategy of apology expressed by English students and non -English students.
In this case, the non -English students is focused on students of 
